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Abstract We propose a novel procedure to analyze continuous seismic sig-8

nal on hourly scale to have a prompt discrimination among the different9

sources. Specifically, we apply this approach to a massive dataset recorded at10
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Campi Flegrei caldera during the year 2006 when a swarm of volcano-tectonic11

earthquakes occurred. The Convolutive Independent Component Analysis is12

adopted to obtain a clear separation among microseism, anthropogenic noise,13

hydrothermal tremor in absence of volcano-tectonic activity, whereas in non14

stationary conditions a contribution connected to the corner frequency of the15

earthquakes emerges. We introduce a coarse-grained variable to be monitored16

continuously, i.e. the frequency associated with the maximum amplitude of the17

power spectral density of the deconvolutive independent components. This pa-18

rameter is sensitive to the variation in the frequency bands of interest (e.g.19

that corresponding to the corner frequencies of volcano-tectonic events) and20

can be used as marker of the insurgence of seismic activity.21

Keywords Convolutive Independent Component Analysis · Campi Flegrei ·22

Seismic Signal Discrimination23

1 Introduction24

A relevant challenge, whenever dealing with experimental series in different re-25

search areas including earth sciences, astronomy, acoustics, oceanography and26

data mining, is the extraction of buried signals in background noise or masked27

and corrupted by various contributions (see, e.g.,[Bey (2006a),Bey, (2006b)]).28

The quality of the information relative to the source signals is often degraded29

by the presence of concomitant sources including correlated or uncorrelated30

noise. This holds particularly true for the signals acquired in volcanic environ-31

ments with high levels of background noise due to densely populated areas,32

and/or nearby the coast, hence affected by microseism.33

Moreover, monitoring the activity of a volcano requires the continuous ac-34

quisition of long time series. Then, the observatories have massive dataset to35

be processed in quasi-real time. The combination of the two aspects, massive36

data and high variety of sources, makes the observatory practice in discrim-37

inating different sources difficult to manage. An operator has to extract, on38

the basis of his/her expertise, the relevant signals directly associated with the39

dynamics of a volcano that are often of low energy and with short duration as40

a step forward into the direction of early warning procedures.41

Therefore, several techniques both in time and frequency domains for42

the detection of significative seismic signals have been developed (see, e.g.,43

[Kao et al., (2007),Wech and Creager, (2008),Rouland et al., (2009)]), includ-44

ing automatic signal classification by using neural networks [Scarpetta et al., (2005)].45

This work is devoted to introduce a novel Independent Component Analy-46

sis based methodology to be routinely applied in the observatory practice. In47

particular, we apply it to the Campi Flegrei caldera (Italy) focusing the atten-48

tion on the seismicity. This area represents an example case study: namely49

the recordings acquired by the stations installed in that densely populated area50

show a variety of waveforms, including volcanic signals such as Long-period51

(LP) events, volcano-tectonic (VT) earthquakes, hydrothermal tremor as well52

as signals that can be attributed to regional tectonic seismicity, anthropogenic53
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noise andmicroseism [De Lauro et al., (2013),Falanga and Petrosino, (2012),54

Marzocchi et al., (2001)]. Some preliminary results have been achieved at Campi55

Flegrei by using Blind Source Separation (BSS) analysis for discriminating LPs56

from background noise [De Lauro et al., (2012),Ciaramella et al., (2011)]. Here,57

we concentrate on the mean properties of seismicity on the macro-scale of58

hourly time series as acquired by INGV-Osservatorio Vesuviano mobile seismic59

network by using the Convolutive Independent Component Analysis (CICA)60

which is a high order statistic method suitable for convolved signals (e.g. due61

to reverberation, different path). The main aim is to recognize the occurrence62

of seismic VT activity and its discrimination among other active and persis-63

tent natural and/or artificial sources, such as microseism and anthropogenic64

noise. Aggiungere frase tipo: This will be done processing massive65

datasets on hourly scale and without any a priori information... forse66

si deve dire un p meglio che lo scopo innanzi tutto processare una67

gran mole di dati da cui estrarre utili ”informazioni sismologiche”;68

da qui poi siamo particolarmente interessati all’estrazione dei VT; il69

fatto che poi riusciamo a rilevare ANCHE quelli pi piccoli, di bassa70

energia, ovviamente un’ulteriore vantaggio, ma non lo scopo della71

tecnica This task is of interest because it would support the routine practices72

of the observatories, considering that on the hourly scale events of very small73

energy ( un esempio, un corollario) are often completely hidden and not74

even the painstaking work of operators can resolve them.75

2 Method: Convolutive Independent Component Analysis76

The problem of the separation of the sources in recordings can be addressed77

with a number of established methods, e.g., sonogram, wavelet based denoising78

[Hammer et al., (2012),Beenamol et al., (2012)]. Here we apply a recently in-79

troduced technique which is suitable in the cases of sources that combine into a80

convolution: namely we adopt the Convolutive Independent Component Anal-81

ysis (CICA) which was successfully applied in extracting LP events from back-82

ground noise [Ciaramella et al., (2011)]. This method is the extension to the83

frequency domain of the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) that works84

in time domain (see e.g, [Hyvärinen et al., (2001),De Lauro et al., (2005)] and85

references therein). The latter relies upon the assumption of independent86

sources which superimpose at a certain site in instantaneous way. Nevertheless,87

source signals may have different time delays due, e.g., to the propagation in88

the medium, leading to superposition of convolutive signals, whose descriptive89

model is the following:90

xi(t) =
n∑

j=1

∑
k

aikjsj(t− k) for i = 1, . . . , n (1)

where xi(t) represents the convolutive mixtures, sj(t) are the source signals,91

whereas each aikj represents a Finite Impulsive Response (FIR) filter model.92
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To invert the convolutive mixtures xi(t), a set of similar FIR filters is typically93

used:94

yi(t) =
n∑

j=1

∑
k

wikjxj(t− k) for i = 1, . . . , n (2)

The output signals y1(t), . . . , yn(t) of the separating system are the estimates95

of the source signals s1(t), . . . , sn(t) at discrete times t. The wikj ’s are the96

coefficients of the FIR filters of the separating system. In this work, we solve97

the problem cast in Eq. 1 relative to convolutive mixtures of seismic sources,98

by using the ICA-based approach described in (Ciaramella et al., 2011 and ref-99

erences therein). The main idea of that approach is moving to the frequency100

domain in order to transform the convolution into multiplications and to apply101

ICA method, in the complex domain, for instantaneous mixtures. For the sake102

of clarity, the classical example for ICA model is the cocktail party problem,103

in which the task is to recover speech in a room of simultaneous and indepen-104

dent speakers recorded by a set of microphones. Basically, CICA transforms105

the mixed signals (i.e. acoustic or seismic recordings) to the time-frequency106

domain, obtaining relative spectrograms.107

In the frequency domain, the data model of Eq. 1 becomes:108

X∗
i (f) =

m∑
j=1

A∗
ij(f)S

∗
j (f), for i = 1, ..., n (3)

where X∗
i (f), S

∗
j (f) and A∗

ij(f) are the Fourier transforms of xi(t), sj(t) and109

aij(t), respectively, and f is the frequency. We note that the convolutive mix-110

ture problem is transformed into subproblems of instantaneous BSS/ICA mod-111

els at each frequency. For more detailed description on convolutive blind source112

separation method refers to Pedersen et al. (2008).113

For sake of clarity, we report a simple scheme representing step by step the114

functioning of technique in the case of separation of two mixed pulse sources115

(as reported in Fig. 1):116

– Consider the contemporaneous recordings at two stations as inputs (X1(t)117

and X2(t)) whose each is at most the superposition of two independent con-118

volved sources (s1(t) and s2(t)) (Fig. 1a).119

– Apply a windowed Fourier Transform (FT) in a fixed and a priori defined120

time t, so obtaining the spectrograms of the inputs X∗
i (f,t) (Fig. 1b).121

– For each frequency fi, recover the spectral amplitudes along the time pro-122

ducing X∗
1(fi,t) and X∗

2(fi,t). The latter are the new inputs for ICA (Fig.123

1c).124

– Exploiting statistics of higher order, ICA extracts the best time decompo-125

sition for each frequency (CIC∗
1,fi

(t) and CIC∗
2,fi

(t) (Fig. 1d).126

– Recovering the mixing matrix, the contribution of each CIC in the inputs127

(Y∗
i,fi

(t,CICj)) is obtained (Fig. 1e).128

– Considering all the frequencies, it is possible to reconstruct the spectro-129

grams of the extracted components (Fig. 1f).130
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– Finally, by applying the inverse-FFT, one can reconstruct two independent131

time signals for each stations Yi(t,CICj) (which is the contribution of the132

j-th CICs in the i-th mixture)(Fig. 1g).133

3 Recent seismic activity at Campi Flegrei134

Campi Flegrei is a volcanic region in the South of Italy, worldwide known for135

bradyseism (uplift ground movements superposed to a subsidence behaviour)136

and of interest for a great variety of geophysical and geochemical phenomena137

[Orsi et al., (1996),Capuano et al., (2013)]. VT seismicity has always ac-138

companied the uplift phases [D’Auria et al., (2011)]. Since 2005, when139

a new uplift episode started, the volcano is in a phase of unrest; in these recent140

years the seismic activity has consisted of LP events and VT earthquakes, often141

grouped in swarms. The major LP swarm was recorded in October 2006 (more142

than 800 events in seven days), while other minor episodes occurred in January143

2008 and June 2010. Volcano-tectonic activity was mainly observed in October144

2005 (about 90 VTs with maximum local magnitude Mmax = 1.1), October145

2006 (about 160 VTs, Mmax = 0.8), January 2008 (about 44 VTs, Mmax =146

0.7), March 2010 (about 140 VTs, Mmax = 1.2) and September 2012 (about147

219 VTs, Mmax = 1.7), and was located in the area of Solfatara-Pozzuoli, up148

to 4 km of depth [Saccorotti et al., (2007),D’Auria et al., (2011)]. These low-149

energy VTs occur strongly clustered in time, being concentrated in swarms of150

few hours or even in few minutes, which makes difficult their discrimination151

and the picking of the seismic phases. Moreover the densely populated Campi152

Flegrei area is characterized by a high level of background seismic noise which153

determines a minimum magnitude threshold on the order of 0.5 for the detec-154

tion of a typical VT (frequency content between 2 and 20 Hz). The minimum155

detectable threshold reaches even the value of 1.5 in case of low-frequency156

events (0.1-2 Hz) such as LPs [Del Pezzo et al., (2013)]. In this work, we ana-157

lyze the VT swarm recorded in October 2006 (19th-28th) because it consists158

of many very low-energy events, often detectable only at one station and, of159

course, under the threshold of minimum magnitude.160

4 Data Analysis161

We analyze the seismic signals recorded during the year 2006 at Campi Flegrei162

caldera, focusing on the VT swarms occurred from 19th until 28th October163

2006. In Fig. 2, the map of Campi Flegrei shows the location of the four seismic164

digital broadband stations (ASB2, AMS2, TAGG and BGNG) of the mobile165

network used for the present analysis.More details about the instruments166

can be found in [Falanga and Petrosino, (2012)].167

In order to characterize the background level of the seismic noise168

in absence of VT activity, we made a preliminary analysis on data169

recorded during a day (3rd October 2006) when no earthquake oc-170

curred.171
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For each station, two 1-hour-long time windows recorded during day and172

night-time were selected (reported in Fig. 3) to calculate the amplitude spec-173

trum. The results reveal the presence of a common main peak below 1 Hz174

that maintains approximately the same level during day and night. In that175

frequency band, two possible origins occur, i.e. the microseism contribu-176

tion [Peterson, (1993),Longuet-Higgins (1950),Hasselmann (1963)]177

and the hydrothermal component [De Lauro et al., (2013)]. In addition, sec-178

ondary peaks with variable amplitude (higher in the daytime, lower in the179

nighttime) are present above 1 Hz and are mainly due to anthropogenic activity180

[Petrosino et al., (2012)]. The anthropogenic noise is dominant in different fre-181

quency intervals depending on the stations as summarized in Table 1. This pat-182

tern has been steadily observed throughout the years [Del Pezzo et al., (2013)]183

in the observatory routine practice and represents the characteristic back-184

ground of the area.185

Table 1 Frequency bands interested by anthropogenic noise at all the stations.

ASB2 ASM2 TAGG BGNG
Anthropogenic Noise 2-5Hz 8-12Hz 8-10Hz 15-18Hz

CICA analysis was performed on (1-hour-long) unfiltered signals for each186

direction of motion (North-South, East-West and Vertical) recorded187

at all the stations in presence or absence of VT activity. This means that four188

independent components (labeled as CIC1,...,CIC4) are extracted for each di-189

rection of motion. An example of signals extracted by CICA (CICs) for vertical190

direction of motion in presence of VT activity is reported in Fig. 4. Along this191

1-hour long time window, only one VT event has been listed in the cata-192

logue compiled by [Saccorotti et al., (2007),D’Auria et al., (2011)] and hence193

the ICA performance in this case is very promising.194

To gain an overall impression of the application of CICA, on the CICs195

and raw signals we calculated the Power Spectral Densities (PSD) considering196

1-hour-long time windows in three different conditions:197

i) nighttime where no VTs were detected;198

ii) daytime where no VTs were detected;199

iii) a time window containing 13 among the most energetic VTs.200

An example of spectra of both the raw signal at ASB2 and the CICs for201

the vertical direction is shown in Fig. 5, where we compare the three different202

periods. We observe that the raw spectrum is dominated by the low frequency203

peak (< 1Hz), while the CICs and hence the relative spectra are separated into204

at least three non-overlapped bands, depending on the investigated sample.205

In all the three samples, CICA always well separates the low-frequency con-206

tribution (< 1 Hz); in particular, for the nighttime recordings this component207

is further split into two main contributions peaked at about 0.3 Hz and 0.8 Hz208

which can be likely ascribed tomicroseism and hydrothermal sources, respec-209

tively. In the daytime spectra, some peaks in the 1-12 Hz band arise, mainly210
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centered at about 4-5 Hz and 10-12 Hz and likely due to the anthropogenic211

noise. Finally, in the third sample, a further spectral component peaked at212

about 13-14 Hz can be recognized and reduced to the typical corner frequency213

of the Campi Flegrei VTs [Saccorotti et al., (2007),Petrosino et al., (2008)].214

4.1 A coarse grained procedure for a prompt detection215

In order to enhance whenever present the volcanic activity on the macro-scale216

of hours, we construct a procedure to analyse massive datasets (and then de-217

rive the statistical properties), which adopts as a coarse-grained variable the218

Frequency corresponding to the PSD Maximum Amplitude (FPSDMA) along219

the time. The monitoring of a coarse-grained parameter would match the re-220

quests of the seismological observatory practices, which often fail to detect221

significant volcanic/seismic contributions from the hourly scale especially in222

presence of very small energy events. We estimated the FPSDMA both for the223

raw signals and the CICs: an example is reported in Fig. 6, where the time224

evolution of the FPSDMA is shown from 3rd to 12th October (NO-VT period)225

and from 19th to 28th October (VT period). In the figure, the results for226

the raw signals are relative to ASB2, however a similar time pat-227

tern of the FPSDMA is also observed for the other stations. The228

FPSDMAs for raw data (see Fig. 6) appear sensitive to both microseism229

( 0.3 Hz) and anthropogenic noise (4-6 Hz). Indeed, the time pattern of the230

spectral peaks clearly reflects the day/night cycling of the anthropogenic noise231

which is predominant in the daytime and in working days (note its absence on232

e.g. Sunday 22nd), while nightly samples are essentially dominated by micro-233

seism. A clear microseism contribution is also observed for AMS2, TAGG234

and BGNG, while a strong anthropogenic noise component also appears at235

AMS2 spread over the 8-12 Hz band. Moreover, BGNG also shows a spectral236

component in the 16-18 Hz band and particularly evident in the NS seis-237

mic recordings, likely due to artificial causes because of the proximity of the238

railway. Overall, at the four stations, the time distribution of the FPSDMA239

fully reflects the spectral composition of the noise already observed (Fig. 3) in240

a quiet period (NO-VT activity) and no amplitude peaks related to the typical241

corner frequencies of VT are detected by this simple spectral analysis spanned242

over the 19th-28th October time interval. Ultimately, a gross analysis on the243

raw signals on the hourly scale does not show any variation of the background244

in concomitance of the VT swarm.245

On the contrary, in the case of the CICs, the time evolution of the FPSDMA246

indicates besides the typical values of microseism and anthropogenic/artificial247

noise, also the presence of higher frequencies (greater than 8 Hz) as shown in248

Fig. 6. In particular, from 19th to 28th, the 12-16 Hz frequency band is en-249

riched revealing a connection with VT activity. Indeed, the corner frequency,250

that we estimated for the 47 located VTs, has a mean value equal to 14 Hz251

with a standard deviation of 2 Hz in according with [Saccorotti et al., (2007),252
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Petrosino et al., (2008)]. We observe this band is basically absent for the raw253

data and sparsely populated for the CICs in the NO-VT period.254

Therefore, in order to check the ability of CICA to highlight the VT signa-255

ture (on hourly scale) and catch variations with respect to the background, we256

adopt a statistical approach. We calculate the distributions of the FPSDMA257

relative to the raw signal recorded at all the stations and the CICs for the258

periods 19th-28th and 3rd-12th October 2006 (a 10-day time-interval char-259

acterized by the absence of VTs) as shown in Fig. 7. The comparison between260

VT/NO-VT periods is useful to define the significant activity emerging above261

the background. The cumulative distribution over all the stations for the raw262

signal (grey bar in Fig. 7) is mainly dominated by microseism (< 1Hz). In-263

stead, the anthropogenic noise is mainly spread in the 5-13 Hz frequency range264

as already indicated by the FPSDMA time evolution.265

In the case of the CICs, the distribution of the FPSDMA retrieved in the266

period of NO-VT activity (magenta bar in Fig. 7) confirms the presence267

of the components observed for the raw data. We note that, compared with268

the anthropogenic counterpart of the raw signal, the 9-15 Hz band is more269

populated. This behaviour is expected because, being this contribution present270

on the most part of the stations (see Fig. 3), CICA method is able to separate271

it as independent component. In particular, the anthropogenic noise at 13-15272

Hz, which overlaps with VT band, will represent the background level and the273

detection threshold for the VTs.274

Indeed, with respect to the NO-VT period, the bin height (yellow bar275

in Fig. 7) in the 13-15 Hz range increases of the 100% for the VT sample,276

highlighting the occurrence of the swarm. As well, the range 15-17 Hz also277

appears well populated, indicating the presence of even smaller VTs (higher278

corner frequency). The number of 1-hour-long frames indicative of VT presence279

reduced of those related to the background is compatible with the earthquakes280

of the catalogue; notice that more events may fall within the same frame.281

5 Conclusions282

A nonlinear decomposition of long continuous seismic data during the year283

2006 at Campi Flegrei when a swarm of VTs occurred allowed us to inves-284

tigate the main properties of the seismic field. Indeed, a separation among285

different independent sources is obtained by means of CICA fruitfully applied286

to massive data on hourly scale. Specifically, the identification of microseism,287

anthropogenic noise, hydrothermal tremor is achieved in absence of VT activ-288

ity, defining the background level. Variations of that underlying condition ap-289

pear in approaching to the period of intense low-energy VT activity. Namely, a290

further component in 13-15 Hz compatible with the typical corner frequency of291

VTs is extracted. We propose the following procedure to be applied routinely292

in the observatory practice: namely, estimate CICs on hourly series, then rep-293

resent the distribution of the FMPSDA; significant variations in the frequency294

bands of interest can be indicative of the insurgence of a renewed activity (e.g.295
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VTs). Once identified the ”hot” periods, then one can go deeper with a finer296

distinctions at a single event scale by using a simple STA/LTA (Short Time297

Average vs. Long Time Average) technique in order to detect events (Cia-298

ramella et al., 2011). This coarse-grained procedure on massive data through299

CICA would provide fast alert on the occurrence of even very-small VTs and300

FMPSDA may represent a suitable ”observable” to monitor in the observatory301

practice. Finally, this approach can be employed for the prompt detection in302

massive data of other kinds of seismic signals such as LP, tremor, fluid-induced303

seismicity buried in noisy environments.304
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the CICA algorithm considering two mixed pulse sources: the input signals
are broken up into frames, which are Fourier transformed. For each frequency bin, ICA stan-
dard model is applied and, by inverse Fourier transform, independent signals are recovered
in time domain.
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Fig. 2 Map with station location: the four seismic stations are labeled with ASB2, AMS2,
TAGG and BGNG, whereas the light blue circle encompasses the area where VT seismicity
occurred.
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Fig. 3 Amplitude spectra in the absence of VT activity during day (blue line) and night-
time (red line) at the all seismic stations.
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Fig. 4 CICA results: In the grey panel, the 1-hour-long unfiltered signals (2006/10/25,
22:18 UT - 1080s starting from the first sample of the seismogram) recorded at the four
stations (vertical direction) used as inputs for CICA is shown; the pink panel contains the
CICs where CIC3 (in blue) representing the VT contribution is well separated. The back-
ground noise contribution (Anthropogenic, hydro-thermal and microseism) is separated in
the other CICs
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Fig. 5 Power spectral density (PSD) of the seismic signal (1-hour-long time window)
recorded at ASB2 station and the corresponding components extracted by CICA. The three
vertical panels are relative to samples recorded on: 1) October 25th, 02:00 GMT, (night-
time and absence of VTs); 2) October 26th, 12:00 GMT, (daytime and absence of VTs);
and 3) October 23rd, 08:00 GMT, (presence of VTs). CICA separates at least three differ-
ent contributions related to microseism and anthropogenic noise and (when present) VT
activity.
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Fig. 6 Time evolution of the FPSDMA from 3rd to 12th October when No-VT activity is
detected and from 19th to 28th October 2006 when VTs occurred. Each dot corresponds to
1-hour-long time window used for the spectral analysis. In the first panel, the results for
the raw signals at ASB2 for all directions of motion are plotted in grey and yel-
low symbols for nighttime and daytime, respectively. In the other three panels,
CIC1,...,CIC4 are associated to black, red, blue and green circles, respectively.
In these plots, the frequency band at 12-16 Hz evidenced in yellow (both for NO-VT and
VT period) indicates the range affected by VT signature.
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Fig. 7 Distributions of the FPSDMA for the raw signal recorded at all the stations from
19th to 28th (grey bars), and the CICs obtained for 19th-28th (presence of VTs; yellow
filled bars) and 3rd-12th (absence of VTs; magenta bars).


